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introduction: African Americans (AA) have a higher incidence of keloid/hypertrophic scar formation at the skin incision site and higher incidence 
of visceral scar after abdominal surgeries. We intended to evaluate the difficulty in lead extraction (likely representing intravascular scar) in AAs when 
compared to non-AAs.
methods: We performed a single center retrospective study of all lead extraction procedures performed at our institute between 2005 and 2011.
results: Of 612 patients included in the study, 61 were self-identified AAs. Mean age was 63 ± 15 years with 1.21 leads extracted/patient. 
AAs were younger, more likely to be males, had higher prevalence of HTN and renal disease. There were no differences between the procedure 
indications, the type of device/leads extracted, mean number of leads per patient and mean age of the oldest lead. Extraction time and proportion 
of patients requiring extraction support (mechanical device or laser) did not differ between both the groups. Among the patients who needed laser, 
the duration and the number of laser pulses did not differ between both the groups. At 30-day follow-up, there was a non-significant trend to higher 
complications in AAs (18% vs. 12%; p = 0.166). In multivariate analysis after adjusting for known variables, there were no differences in the need for 
extraction support or 30-day complications between both the groups.
conclusion: Lead extraction in AAs is not associated with an increased need for extraction support or 30-day complications. 
